Citizen Resolution # 660722
(For Hearing Officer completion)

Public access to meetings for those whom live far away from meeting locations, or are disabled, elderly, single parent need access to review meetings.

For the last year and a half the meetings held by the Conservation Congress has been publicly accessible to the public via zoom or youtube. This allows me, who lives in Spooner, works full time, and takes care of my elderly mother, to be able to participate in these meetings. Without them, for people whom live far away, it is almost impossible to attend many, or any meetings at all..

Would you support allowing access, for all Wisconsin citizens, by continuing to have meetings live streamed via Zoom, Skype or Youtube?

Additional Information provided by author:
Without streaming access, I and many other citizens in rural communities cannot participate in meetings that are important to us.
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Please print typed resolution on 8 ½ X 11 white paper (one-sided) and provide the WCC County Chair with TWO COPIES at the spring hearing. Only the individual author or designated representative may present the resolution. The author or designated representative must be present at the time the resolution is introduced. No more than two resolutions may be introduced by any person during the Congress portion of the spring hearings.

Contact one of your local WCC delegates with questions or for assistance with writing your resolution.